GEMINI S is an advanced gaming mid-tower case with a full-sized tempered glass cover and an integrated RGB lighting system that delivers everything a gamer needs.

**Features**

- **Trellux RGB System with SV RGB Motherboard Synchronization**
- **Support for Mini ITX, Micro-ATX, E-ATX Motherboards**
- Up to Three 4.5mm Graphic Cards
- Up to Eight Fans (Standard Fan Preinstalled)
- Up to Three Water Cooling Radiators (Up to 360mm)
- **INCREDIBLE STORAGE**
- Soporte para dos HDDs de 3,5" y cinco SSDs de 2,5" o siete SSDs de 2,5".
- Hasta tres Radiadores de Water Cooling (de hasta 360mm).
- **TOP-NOTCH COOLING**
- **FULL SIDE VISIBILITY**
- **ELEGANT DESIGN**
- **MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FANS 8 MAX.**
- **I/O PANEL**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Max. CPU Cooler Height: 175 mm / 6.89 inch**
- **Max. Graphic Card Length:**
  - 2.5" HDD: 475mm / 18.69 inch
  - 3.5" HDD: 410mm / 16.14 inch
- **Maximum Number of Fans:** 8 Max.
- **Water Cooling Radiator Support: Storm X 3Stand-off**
- **Expansion Slots**
  - 3.5" HDD: 5 x 120mm / 4.72 inch
  - 2.5" SSD: 5 x 140mm / 5.51 inch
- **Additional Photos**

**GLOBAL WARRANTY POLICY**

Product: COUGAR GEMINI S

**WARRANTY PERIOD AND CONDITIONS**

- **Product Warranty:** 24 Months from the date of purchase
- **International Warranty:** Serial number is required to be valid.

**REVI000001** indicates, for example, that the product is valid for 2021. If the product is manufactured in 2017, the serial number may be "AG02." It is recommended to check with the manufacturer for any possible changes in the warranty period.
Gemini S’s Trelux lighting system offers you several ways to control it:

First Mode: Lighting Button
- You can use the front panel’s dedicated button to switch between the fourteen beautiful lighting effects we have preset for you.

Second Mode: Motherboard Synchronization
- Second, you can use the included adaptor (see picture below) to connect the Trelux system to a compatible motherboard’s 3-pin 5V Addressable RGB header and enjoy system-wide RGB synchronization.

Third Mode: Core Box v2
- You can also benefit from integrated control of Gemini S’s Trelux lighting system, up to eight fans and two RGB LED Strips by connecting the case with the included adaptor to a COUGAR Core Box v2 (sold separately). This control box will allow you to enjoy 100 different synchronized lighting effects in all the above devices and manage them through the remote controller. As an alternative, you can also connect the Core Box v2 to a compatible motherboard’s 3-pin 5V Addressable RGB header for system-wide synchronization.

Note: When using the Trelux lighting in the second or third modes, the lighting control button will have no functionality assigned to it.

Lighting Control Cable Instructions
- Please connect the power cable of the I/O panel to an appropriate SATA connector from the PSU in order to use the case’s lighting functionality.

For COUGAR Core Box
- Please ensure you are using the 5V Addressable RGB Adaptor for COUGAR core box.

For motherboard
- Please ensure you are using the 5V Addressable RGB Adaptor from the PSU.

For other addressable RGB LEDs
- Please ensure you are using the 5V Addressable RGB Adaptor.

Please connect the power cable of the I/O panel to an appropriate SATA connector from the PSU in order to use the case’s lighting functionality.